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 When we think of human health, art is rarely the first thing that comes to mind. The 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines art as “something that is created with imagination and 
skill…that is beautiful or that expresses important ideas or feelings.” Art is a very broad term. It 
can include a variety of activities, including music, visual art, theatre or storytelling. Art can even 
encompass ways we express ourselves verbally – indeed, the arts include oral storytelling, slam 
poetry, or verbal-based creative interventions into different spaces and places.  Art, then, is a 
multi-faceted form of communication, yet it still isn’t often or intuitively associated with human 
health or, in a more applied field, with medicine.   
  

 Despite art being a form of communication, which is widely understood as a foundation of 
all aspects of medicine (source), most of the time, arts and creative practices are far from 
discussion about health, disease or clinical practices. However, recently in Canada, the field of 
health and arts (or health-arts) is rapidly gaining momentum. Indeed, medical humanities (a kind 
of fancy term that is being described as a ‘new way’ of understanding cultural and historical 
contexts of medicine and health – a way of improving not only understandings about diseases 
and illness but also human experiences of them and the social and cultural challenges 
stemming therefrom) are increasingly making their presence felt in various health-related 
practices and places in the country. Arts are, in other words, increasingly being recognized as 
beneficial to the wellbeing of individuals and communities, in lots of different ways (see attached 
diagram). Art can be created by people of any age, culture or gender and is often used to bridge 
cultural gaps.  To learn more about the field of arts and health*, visit
http://artshealthnetwork.ca/ahnc/images/artshealthnetworkcanada-artshealth-
infrographic-22012014_0.pdf  
 

 The health care system is also beginning to undergo a shift, one that focuses on treating 
the person rather than just the disease, one that looks at the experience of illness and wellness 
as opposed to just symptoms and pathogens. This new understanding of health, known broadly 
holistic health, considers the whole person – body, mind, spirit and emotions. Increasingly, 
health and wellness are understood as achievable by maintaining balance in life.  At the Health 
Arts Research Centre (HARC), we feel that the arts and creative expressions play a 
fundamental role in maintaining balance.   
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As Much an Art as a Science 
 There are some concrete examples of ways that the arts and medicine work together. Art 

therapy is a well-respected field of clinical practice, combining creative processes and 
psychotherapy. Art therapy, however, requires those leading the arts activities have specific 
training.  
  

 The following worksheets have been created based on the idea that ‘art is therapeutic’ – 
we are not advocating the exercises be understood as ‘art therapy’ but, instead, view the 
exercises as ways for people to think about various aspects of health (including personal or 
community health and well-being, or health research and education, or various aspects of the 
social determinants of health). Creative processes and exercises act as a communication tool.  
These worksheets have been designed for everyone to use, regardless of education level, 
discipline, age or culture. While our intention for these worksheets is that they will be used for 
discussions of health and wellness, they are versatile and can be used in a number of settings.  
  

 Over the last few years, the Health Arts Research Centre, located in Prince George, 
British Columbia, has worked to identify some key themes and ideas to guide its work. Four 
major themes were identified: 1) Decolonization, 2) Art as Connection, 3) A Community of 
Transformative Practice, and 4) Art as Wellness. These themes guided the creation of these 
worksheets; you will notice at the bottom of each worksheet, we have included suggestions of 
which of these themes each activity addresses. Please keep in mind they are merely 
suggestions and have been kept as broad as possible so as not to limit the use of these 
activities.  
 

 The first and central theme that guides HARC’s work is decolonization. Colonialism, and 
it expressed form of colonization, might best and most simply be understood as “control by one 
power over a dependent area or people” or “a policy advocating or based on such 
control.” (Source MW Dictionary). Generally colonialism and colonization have historically been 
expressed by the global north over the global south, although especially in the America’s and 
the Circumpolar North, Euro-settler attempts to claim territory and land have played out upon 
northern Indigenous peoples. In the contemporary, colonialism is less about claiming land and 
more about maintain power over historically produced boarders – consequently, colonization 
now rests significantly on racism or discrimination, often in ways that are so subtle that most 
people do not even notice it. Activities such as Power Theatre, engage participants in using 
creative methods to explore power dynamics in daily life; arts-based activities can allow 
participants to express how they feel in these situations, how they see these situations or how 
they might hope to change these situations. This also creates a platform where solutions, 
strategies and discussions can be generated which can help build relationships with different 
groups (i.e. patients and practitioners, parents and children, etc.). Rather than talking at groups 
about racism in our society, for example, we can show examples or actively engage them to 
better understand how they feel.  By involving participants in the learning and the teaching 
process, makes the message more meaningful and the results more successful.  
 



As Much an Art as a Science 
 ‘Art as Connection’ emphasizes the many ways in which art can be involved in building or 

strengthening relationships with others and inside ourselves. One of the simplest ways that art 
can do this is by creating a common ground or a shared experience between individuals, for 
example participating in the same workshop.  As mentioned above, art can act as a very 
effective method of communication; sometimes it helps people communicate their feelings more 
effectively or honestly, especially with people they just met. Instead of checking our phone every 
thirty seconds to see if we have a new text message, art gives us something to do with our 
hands and gets us fully involved in the world that exists around us.  It can then become the 
foundation for thoughtful and meaningful discussions about health and wellness” “Art allows us 
to engage our hearts, souls, minds and hands in relationship with ourselves, one another, all our 
relations that have gone before and who are yet to come, the world around us and Mother 
Earth.” (source the newsletter).   
  

 At HARC, community is central to our efforts.  Building on the idea of ‘art as connection’ 
comes the idea of ‘communities of transformative practice.’ Actualizing this can be fostered 
through activities such as Ecstatic Dance or Collages.  Using art, we can create environments 
where people from different disciplines can come together and, using creative methods, we can 
address or discuss pressing questions together.  Patient-physician relationships is, for instance, 
a pressing topic in discussion about health. Simply bringing doctors and patients together into a 
room to discuss the topic, though, may not be able to fully account for various power dynamics; 
physicians may dominates the conversation, telling the patient what they think patients need to 
hear. Using art, we can engage all participants equally, giving them each an equal opportunity to 
express themselves and have their voices be heard. By leading a group through an activity that 
no one feels entirely an expert on, no one may have ever done before (such as Ecstatic Art) 
power hierarchies may disappear and we can connect in a raw and real way.  It is these sorts of 
experiences that can create a community of transformative practice.  
  

 ‘Art as Wellness’ focuses on strategies for incorporating art into our everyday lives as a 
means of promoting wellbeing.  Wellness through art can be achieved in many ways; art can be 
an outlet to express oneself, a tool for self-reflection, a way to take a break from a busy lifestyle 
or more. Making art can also help shed light on our stories, our past and our visions of the 
future.  So, returning to the idea of holistic health, explored in the early part of this discussion, 
art can be essential to maintaining a healthy balance in our hectic and busy lives.  HARC 
actively works to bring art-making to the creation of spaces and opportunities for connection, 
emotion, spirit, self-care and talking.  
 

 The following worksheets include a variety of different activities, including music, visual 
art, storytelling, movement and photography.  When selecting what art worksheet to use, a few 
things should be considered. What is the theme or aim of the activity? If we were to be 
interested in exploring patient practitioner relationships, we would identify relationships as a key 
theme – look for worksheets that address Art as Connection or Community of Transformative 
Practice.  It is also important to consider what materials are available, whether it is paper or 
paints or cameras or just our bodies.   
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The last thing to consider is making the workshop age appropriate; are there any changes that 
would make the activity more enjoyable or beneficial to your desired age range (i.e. the level of 
instruction or subject matter).  
 

 Art-making and creative processes are embedded in the root of many cultures; there is 
growing recognition of art as being an effective way of overcoming cultural gaps and barriers.  
Changes in the reporting of patterns of disease and interventions highlights health inequities 
between groups of different cultural backgrounds, in Canada and globally. We know that using 
art can be a very effective tool for interacting with Indigenous peoples in Northern British 
Columbia.  For more information, see the following links. 
http://artshealthnetwork.ca/ahnc/art_wellness_en_web.pdf 
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Ecstatic Dance 

Ecstatic dance creates a freeform movement space where dance can expand, boundaries 
melt, and communities collaborate. It weaves participants together as individuals within a 
greater family. This type of dance does not have to involve music, but instead asks 
participants to move their body in response to words that the leader says. 
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing (loose clothing, bare feet or  
running shoes)  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community  
hall, classroom) 
 
Time:  30 minutes or more 
  
Guidelines: 
Ecstatic Dance Rules:  
-  Move however you wish  
-  No talking on the dance floor  
-  Respect yourself and one another  
-  Many people dance in their own space, and others share their space with another  
-  To engage in a dance with someone, use sensitivity: Are they open to sharing their space with 

me? Mirror movements, offer a hand, brush by, make eye contact, and see & feel how they 
respond  

-  If you would rather not dance with someone or are ending a dance with someone, simply 
thank them by placing your hands in prayer at your heart Namaste… Thank you  

Process: Intro Activity 
-  Welcome participants 
-  Ask participants to find a space on the floor (make sure that they are at least an arms length 

away from other participants  
-  Leader:  

-  Ask participants to tune into the rising and falling of our breath  
-  Ask participants to become aware of their feet as they are touching the ground  
-  Lead participants by using words that describe one of the five rhythms (flowing, 

staccato, chaos, lyrical or stillness)  
-  Guide participants to channel their energy by using words such as soft, gentle, flowing, 

undulating, smooth, continual  
-  Channel this energy into psychotic, short, sharp, diving  
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Ecstatic Dance 
-  Next, channel this energy into chaos, electric, on fire,  
-  Transition this energy into light, curious, childlike, darting, dipping, diving, whimsical  
-  Funnel this energy into stillness, meditative, silence, whispering  

Process: Ecstatic Dance to Music  
-  After participants have gotten comfortable with their bodies and moving in different ways, play 

music (without lyrics), giving participants the chance to move along with the music or interact 
in different ways with each other  

-  Finish with a slow song and end in silence, avoid ending the session abruptly  
 
Closing:  
-  Ask participants to reflect on this exercise  
 
HARC Themes 
Community of Transformative Practice: This theme focuses on addressing questions as a 
group, using arts based methods to create collaborations.  

“In much the same way that participants transform their energy into different forms 
throughout this activity, the process of change comes through a transformation. At times, 
the energy might be chaotic or disjointed, but with some effort, this energy can become 
positive and constructive. By allowing participants to reflect on how this was done in their 
own piece of art they can transfer this awareness into their own lives or for the benefit of 
a group effort” 

 
Art as Wellness: This theme focuses on ways to use art in our everyday life to promote 
wellbeing. 

“Ecstatic dance is based on the existence of five rhythms found within the energy of our 
everyday lives. This activity asks the participants to become aware of this energy and 
physically demonstrate how this energy might present itself if it were to be alive. In much 
the same way, participants can identify positive and negative energies within their own 
worlds and how it might influence their overall health and wellbeing in order to make 
changes in their own lives.”  
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Grandmother’s Footsteps 

This game wakes up the body and mind and, though competitive, encourages performers 
to work in physical closeness to each other and share the same space. ‘Grandmother’s 
footsteps’ is used widely to teach acting and physical theatre. When we freeze  as 
Grandmother turns, our brains keep moving, making sure that every piece of our body is 
still, making sure we are ready, because at an point, Grandma will turn around and then, 
we have to be ready to move!  
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall, classroom) 
-  Optional: dress up clothing, props, hats  
 
Time:  30 minutes 
  
Process:  
-  Welcome participants  
-  One participant “the grandmother” stands at one end of the room, facing a wall  
-  Everyone else stands behind him/her at the other side of the room  
-  The object of the game is for the rest of the group to creep behind the grandmother and tap 

her on the back  
-  The grandmother will turn every few seconds and when she does, everyone must freeze. If 

she sees anyone move, even just a little bit, they have to go back to where they started.  
-  Whoever reaches the wall, becomes the next grandmother  
-  Reflect on activity 

HARC Themes 
Art as Connection: This theme focuses on the ways we can use art to build relationships 
with others and ourselves.   

“Interacting in the same space can require communication, not always through language, 
but through watching other people and observing their actions, learning from their 
mistakes or choices. By considering how we are influenced by other people and their 
actions, we can learn more about others and ourselves, incorporating self-reflection into 
our lives.” 
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Grandmother’s Footsteps 
Decolonization: This theme focuses on changing our own minds and communities from 
colonizing practices (i.e. racism and discrimination) 

“In this activity, when grandmother turned around, everyone froze, emotions included. In 
much the same way, the effects of colonization expressed through racism and 
discrimination can make individuals feel as if they are frozen, unable to move or express 
themselves as they might wish to.”  
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Image Theatre  

Image Theatre uses body language and body positions to allow participants to 
communicate. This unique form of art allows participants to express their feelings, share 
ideas or suggest solutions through movement and interaction with other participants.  By 
creating a creative environment participants may be more willing to share or better able 
to express themselves through movement than they might otherwise with words.   
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall,  
classroom) 
-  Optional: dress up clothing, props, hats  
 
Time:  30 minutes or more 
 
Suggested Room Setup: 
-  set up the room with chairs at the back (for the audience to sit and 
watch while participating), while keeping some empty space at the  
front of the room to allow participants to move freely 
 
Process: Complete the Image 
-  Welcome participants  
-  Introduce the session and create a safe space, one where there is no judgment or criticism – 

only positivity and encouragement, where participants are encouraged to participate  
-  Start by having two participants shake hands and freeze, while the rest of the participants (i.e. 

spectators) observe  
-  The facilitator asks the spectators what story they see  
-  One of the participants leaves the frozen picture, leaving an incomplete image  
-  A volunteer (i.e. a spectator) then comes in and completes the image to make a different story 

-  This volunteer does not have to go to the same space as the person that they 
replaced, instead they choose a different pose or position to create a new image  

-  Continue this process until ideas begin to run out or begin to be repeated 
-  Reflect on this activity  
 
**Variation: work in pairs or groups of three 
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Image Theatre 
HARC Themes 
Community of Transformative Practice: This theme focuses on addressing questions as a 
group, using arts based methods to create collaborations.  

 “This activity can be used to demonstrate transformations between the “real” image and 
 the “ideal” image. This is a great activity to understand how group of people may see a certain 
 situation at that current time and allow them to express their different viewpoints, as well 
 as work together to create change or reach an understanding.” 

 
Art as Connection: This theme focuses on the ways we can use art to build relationships 
with others and ourselves.   

“This activity can be used as a means of gaining a better understanding of ourselves and 
our position within a community. Participants are asked to create a single image to 
express their viewpoint or opinion on a situation, using only their body as a tool. By 
focusing on this singular image, participants can gain a greater understanding of what is 
most important, rather than using a busy theatrical piece with a lot going on. As a result, 
the creation of this still image can lead to further discussions of where this single image 
fits into a bigger picture.” 
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Intro Activity 

Devising a piece of theatre can be a stimulating and exciting journey towards creating a 
performance which combines both the unique talents and creativity of the group. It is not 
a direct journey, but one in which you will encounter well-trodden paths, blind alleys and 
sudden surprises, as a group or individually.  
  
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall, classroom) 
-  Optional: dress up clothing, props, hats  
 
Time:  30 minutes 
  
Process:  
-  Welcome participants  
-  Divide participants into pairs  
-  One person begins by making an “offer” (putting forward an idea) and the partner replies with 

a sentence that begins “Yes, and…” try not to block your partner’s ideas, which can so often 
happen with improvisation  

-  Instead, build on each other’s suggestions  
-  As soon as confidence develops, add in actions. Use the space as much as possible  
-  Reflect on this activity 

Example:  
-  A: it’s raining  
-  B: Yes, and I’ve got a large umbrella  
-  A: Let’s shelter under it  
-  B: Yes, and the wind is blowing us into the air  
-  A: We are flying over the sea  
-  B: Yes, and we have landed on an island  

HARC Themes 
Art as Connection: This theme focuses on the ways we can use art to build relationships 
with others and ourselves.   

“Building relationships can come from effective communication. In this activity, 
participants have to work together to build on each others ideas, creating a shared 
experience. This is the foundation of relationships, and in this way, can also be used to 
communicate ideas and build relationships with people that participants might otherwise 
never have had anything in common with.” 
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Posed Theatre 

Encourage the students to move away from simply moving and to think about creating 
strong visual images through physical theatre. Random images can be a good way to 
switch the mind off and let the body lead the creative process. The exercise can be used 
on its own or applied as a technique for approaching a story or theme that the group is 
working on. 
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall,  
classroom) 
-  Optional: dress up clothing, props, hats  
 
Time:  30 minutes  
 
Process:  
-  Welcome participants  
-  Introduce the session by creating a safe space; a space where there is no judgment or 

criticism and participants are encouraged to participate but not required unless they are 
comfortable  

-  Ask participants to find a space in the room, where they are not within arms reach of other 
participants  

-  Each participant makes three random poses – one high up, one medium and one low down, 
using a different spot in the room for each pose  

-  Ask participants to find a way of moving between the shapes (and positions in the room) – 
give participants time to practice  

-  Divide participants into small groups (2-3 people) where the participants can show each other 
their shapes and create a story or situation where some or all of those movements and 
shapes might fit 

-  These shapes and movements can be interpreted literally or abstractly, adding sounds 
or words as they see fit  

-  Participants should be encouraged to explore all the elements of theatre including mime, 
movement, stillness, sound, music and lighting  
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Posed Theatre 
HARC Themes 
Community of Transformative Practice: This theme focuses on addressing questions as a 
group, using arts based methods to create collaborations.  

“The only thing guaranteed in life is change – in this activity, participants must move 
between their three poses in order to create their story. This particular activity focuses on 
the importance of the process, whether it is in designing programs, education or in 
relationships. Transformation occurs in our everyday life, however often it is too subtle to 
notice. This activity allows participants to engage in and reflect on the transformation 
process from beginning to end.” 
 

Art as Connection: This theme focuses on the ways we can use art to build relationships 
with others and ourselves.   

 “Communication can take place in many ways. In this activity, participants use their 
 decided upon actions to share a story with a partner. Each participant then draws on their 
 own poses to work with another to create a shared piece.  In much the same way, 
 individuals come together with different and unique backgrounds that will guide their 
 decisions and actions. In order to  successfully create a shared piece, they must 
 communicate, be respectful of each others stories and work together to find common 
 ground.” 
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Power Theatre  

Devised Theatre can provide an opportunity for participants to create a safe space and 
act out their view of a particular subject or issue (i.e. patient practitioner relationship, 
parent-child relationships). This activity works well with power imbalances or situations 
of oppression.   
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall,  
-  classroom) 
 
Time:  30 minutes or more 
  
Process: Version 1 
-  Welcome participants  
-  Introduce the session by creating a safe space, one with no judgment or criticism and where 

all participants are encouraged to participate  
-  A subject or issue is agreed upon by the group  
-  Ensure that there is a facilitator to help facilitate the session  
-  Ask 4-6 participants (i.e demonstrators) to come up on stage, one at a time, to present their 

idea of that issue 
-  While one demonstrator is presenting their idea, make sure that the other demonstrators are 

not watching, so that they are presenting their unique ideas  
-  This should be done without words  
-  Next, all 5 demonstrators present their images on stage together. Audience members can 

come and add further ideas or develop these images  
-  The facilitator then asks the demonstrators to begin to interrelate with one another to produce 

a broader perspective of a society view of the issue  
-  If the demonstrators are presenting images of being oppressed, they are then asked by the 

facilitator to change their image to present the oppressor and vice versa  
 
Process: Version 2  
-  Welcome participants  
-  Introduce the session by creating a safe space, one with no judgment or criticism and where 

all participants are encouraged to participate  
-  A subject or issue is agreed upon by the group  
-  A participant (i.e demonstrator), with the aid of the audience’s feedback, creates an image of 

the subject, by directing audience members into a group image, creating a “real image” of this 
issue/subject, as agreed upon by all of the participants 
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Power Theatre 
-  The facilitator then asks the spectators within the image to change in order to represent the 

“ideal image” whereby the issue is no longer there (i.e. oppression, power balance) (try not to 
be too magic in this presentation)  

-  The facilitator then directs the participants to recreate the original “real image.”  
-  The facilitator asks the participants to move in slow motion from the “real image” to the “ideal 

image”   
-  The transition between the two images can be modified by audience members to make the 

transition as realistic as possible  
 
HARC Themes  
Decolonization: This theme focuses on changing our own minds and communities from 
colonizing practices (i.e. racism and discrimination) 

“Exploring power dynamics in this activity can allow participants to express how they feel 
or share their opinions in ways they might not be able to or comfortable expressing in 
words. It can also engage participants in envisioning change while collaborating with 
other individuals across disciplines or within the community” 
 

Community of Transformative Practice: This theme focuses on addressing questions as a 
group, using arts based methods to create collaborations.  

“As mentioned above, exploring how the “real image” can shift to the “ideal” image, uses 
art to communicate how a transformation can take place, within realistic boundaries. It 
also involves the cooperation of the participants to create effective and lasting change for 
the sake of the activity which translates into the real world.” 
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Sound Theatre 

Sound Theatre engages participants in using sounds to build a piece of theater. This is a 
unique activity for participants to work together and each have a role in an overall piece.  
This activity can be used to build relationships across disciplines or within communities 
and is a great activity for individuals to get a little loud and have a good time!  
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall,  
classroom) 
-  Optional: dress up clothing, props, hats  
 
Time:  30 minutes or more 
 
Process:  
-  Welcome participants  
-  Introduce the session by creating a safe space; a space where there is no judgment or 

criticism and participants are encouraged to participate but not required unless they are 
comfortable  

-  Divide participants into groups of 4-6 members  
-  Ask groups to invent or come up with a selection of random sounds – each group selects a 

sound which they will make throughout this activity  
-  Next, the group works together to decide on a sequence in which these sounds are made and 

practice it – this will be the base for the next segment  
-  The facilitator can move throughout groups and assist as needed  
-  Optional: each group can perform its sound sequence to the rest of the groups  
-  In the last step, participants are asked to create and practice a story in which these sounds 

occur, in the sequence already decided upon  
-  This story can be narrated or acted, or a combination of both  

-  Reflect on the activity  

HARC Themes  
Community of Transformative Practice: This theme focuses on addressing questions as a 
group, using arts based methods to create collaborations.  

 “In this activity, each participant chooses a sound that they contribute to the overall 
 theatrical piece. When creating change, often individuals from different positions work 
 together, each having a unique role and set of knowledge or skills. This activity can be 
 useful in demonstrating the importance that each person has in creating an overall 
 change, with a diverse range of audiences or environments.” 
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Sound Theatre 
Art as Connection: This theme focuses on the ways we can use art to build relationships 
with others and ourselves.   

 “Using sound theatre is an arts-based way for participants to work together to achieve a 
 common goal, or determine their role in an overall community of individuals.  By trusting 
 other individuals to remember the order of the sounds in which the piece is based on, 
 develops trust and strengthens bonds with colleagues.  It also emphasizes the need for a 
 good foundation (i.e. the agreed upon sounds); building up on individual characteristics or 
 details can affect the overall success of the piece, therefore it is important not to rush into 
 action without adequate preparation.”  
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The Empty Chair 

 In this activity, everyone has to work together to prevent one individual from sitting on 
the empty chair. Good communication and proactive thinking are key to the success of 
this game. This activity is great for groups of all ages and sizes, allowing participants to 
move about and keep everyone involved.   
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  Enough chairs for the entire group (One chair per person) 
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community hall,  
classroom) 
 
Time:  30 minutes 
Process:  
-  Welcome participants  
-  Introduce the session by creating a safe space; one in which there  
is no judgment or criticism and only, and where participants are not  
required to participate but it is recommended  
-  This game works best with at least 7 people 
-  Set up the chairs evenly across the space, ensuring that there is one chair for every 

participant  
-  Everyone except for one person (i.e. the walker) sits on a chair  
-  The empty chair must be at one end of the room and the walker will start the game at the 

other end  
-  The aim of the walker is to sit on a chair. They will do this by walking towards it at an even, 

slow pace. Everyone else must prevent the walker from sitting on the empty chair. This is 
done by leaving their chair and sitting on the empty chair. This will leave another chair empty. 
The Walker will then try to get to it but someone else from the group should go towards it and 
sit on it. Everyone but the walker can move as fast or as slow as they wish.  

-  Note that once a member of the group lifts their bum from their own chair, they can’t go back 
to it and have to sit somewhere else. When the Walker finally sits on a chair, the game ends 
and whoever was not sitting down, becomes the Walker. 

 
**Variations: Once you have played this game a few times and are familiar with the strategies 
that work, try to play the game in silence. Of course there will be cries and laughter but try to 
avoid communicating with words and avoid telling others what to do. This will help you to 
develop your ensemble skills, where everyone in the group shares the responsibility of achieving 
a common goal. 
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The Empty Chair 
HARC Themes:   
Art as Connection: This theme focuses on the ways we can use art to build relationships 
with others and ourselves.   

“In order for this game to work, effective communication has to happen. As mentioned in 
the variation, when participants become familiar with the strategies that work, this game 
can be played in silence. When building relationships or creating change, verbal dialogue 
is often crucial, however over time, they become easier and more familiar.” 

Community of Transformative Practice: This theme focuses on addressing questions as a 
group, using arts based methods to create collaborations.  

“Creating change is not always an easy process. Often we are faced with many obstacles 
which we must figure out how to work around.  However, if we are patient, we will be 
successful.” 
 
“In a variation of this game, the walker can be a “negative.” Participants can then work 
together to prevent the “negative” from getting a seat, or getting into their lives, and 
discussion after this activity can focus on strategies to increase health and wellness at 
the individual level”  



healtharts.ca 

Tangles and Knots 

This activity is great for groups of all ages, for developing communication skills or acting 
as an ice breaker for an event. Tangles and Knots will get participants out of their seats 
and engaged in working together to get themselves untangled.   
 
Materials:   
-  Comfortable clothing  
-  A large open space (i.e. school gym, community  
hall, classroom) 
-  Optional: dress up clothing, props, hats  
 
Time:  10-20 minutes  

Process: 
-  Welcome participants  
-  All participants stand in a circle  
-  Each person must remember who is standing on their right and on their left in this original 

circle  
-  The facilitator asks the group to spread out around the room, moving freely about  
-  The facilitator can then call out instructions – “walk with those who have the same colored 

shoes as you,” “walk with those who have the same colored hair as you” “create 3 circles” or 
“4 squares” finishing up with participants forming the shape of one star. 

-  Without moving, participants are then asked to locate and point at the person who originally 
stood to their right and to their left and then grab hands accordingly  

-  This will create a tangle – the group must then work together to try to untangle themselves, 
without letting go of their neighbours’ hands, until they are standing in a complete circle (9/10 
times this will work!)  

**Variation: this activity can be done without speaking, or with one participant being in 
charge of directing the other participants  
 
HARC Themes 
Art	as	Wellness:	This	theme	focuses	on	ways	to	use	art	in	our	everyday	life	to	promote	wellbeing.	

“In	our	daily	lives,	we	o2en	encounter	problems	that	may	at	first	seem	impossible.	However,	by	
working	together	with	other	par>cipants,	it	is	possible	to	solve	the	tangle.	Par>cipants	can	learn	
strategies	for	solving	problems	in	their	own	life,	including	breaking	down	their	problem	into	
smaller	steps,	and	overcome	the	obstacle.”	
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Tangles and Knots 
Art	as	Connec=on:	This	theme	focuses	on	the	ways	we	can	use	art	to	build	rela=onships	with	others	
and	ourselves.			

“In	order	to	untangle	the	group,	par>cipants	must	work	together	and	communicate	effec>vely	to	
solve	the	problem.	These	communica>on	skills	can	then	be	used	for	solving	or	addressing	real	
challenges	in	everyday	life.”	

Community	of	Transforma=ve	Prac=ce:	This	theme	focuses	on	addressing	ques=ons	as	a	group,	using	
arts	based	methods	to	create	collabora=ons.		

“In	order	to	untangle	the	group,	par>cipants	need	to	work	together.	Each	par>cipant	plays	a	role	
in	the	overall	tangle.	Not	all	situa>ons	are	challenges,	however	each	situa>on	involves	many	
people,	especially	to	create	change.	If	we	all	understand	our	role	in	the	situa>on,	it	is	possible	to	
take	steps	into	crea>ng	a	strong	network	and	eventually	a	founda>on	for	change.”	


